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/ ~ ~. 
A general discussion .of the pi'i_liciples -of ·simula.tion~ 
~. 







· -·tern. Th~J design. of. FOSSA~~ the simulation model,,t# _is studied, 
:i th paZcular atten ion p,aid to the concept of programma,ble 
. . 
variables. An expl~ 'at ion is given,· far the · use of ·each sam-
plln11··---d~l~ribution and ·all rela-ted data. The simulator is ---------
~ ' 
tested by using variables mostly from the L~high C~I.S~. sys-
tern. 
', 
It is determined that 20 ta 30 ·days of simulated time 
~ is necessary to~obtai~ reliable· results. With the parameters 
-..of the, G.E. 225 Computer and the Lehigh c •. I .s.- System as in-
' put variabl~s, an arrival rate of D.25 q~erie& p~r minute is- ~ 
" 
' 
the m~xr~um that the syst~m ~an ·handle if the tape subsystem 
., r;- . 
is used, ~nd a back~log of 30 minute~ or less is desired at 
It is_ concluded ~hat FOSSAL is extremely 
·• 
. I • •' ~ 




tims information retri~val s~stem ·which ·ha~ its information 
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I. -- Introduction " 
.... 
i'· 
Two· points. of extreme intere·st ·rn the constructici'n of any-
information system are those of, (A) the typa ~nd quantity of . t _:_ 
.,_ 
user·s; and (8) the potential (or lack of po.tet;.t·ial) of the com-
ponents of the system. Certainiy, no individual,would,be willing 
' A 
to make a decision to build or procur~ a system with~ut having 
.. 
~-·······-
some indication of the above two factors •. However, it is extreme- . 
o...':;,,c.·' 
ly difficult ta predic~ the interrelationships between the users 
and the system without either Qbserving _a system already .in .use 
· :or by. performing extensive tests. on ~ prata_t,/PB s_ystem. . It is in 
·performing tests on a prototype that simulation can ba .an inval-
uable tool • ·That is, a good simulation model can replace months 
... 
\ 
of tests' as well as months of worry and fi'nancial drain. 
Since the use- of digital computers in the field of information 
retrieval has been mainly for experimental studies,. it is diffi-
·~$'-~ 
·cult to obtain facts for manag~men·t dec,isi·ons by observin.g diff-
,, 
. ' \. • 
er~nt retriev·a1 systems· in. continuous operation. Far t:h:is reason 
··, ~ 
,,,. 
this re~earch has undertaken the task of developing a model which 
·' 
,.......__ <' 
can be us~d · ~ evaluate an on-line real-time information retrieval 
'-
system before t~sy·stem is fully· opei,ational • 
....... 
'· .. ' . . 
. ...,.__ 
.... 
The mostt signific~_nt factor in a successful si~ul·ation is the 
·. 
... ' .. ' 
. . . ,, . 
· .... 
pesigri of a realistic and workable· model. · The pr~posed m.~del .is 
designed to operate in an on-line real-time (OLRT) environment,· 
but· no use. is made of time-sharing techniques. · · The simulator doe·s 
' ' 
not make use of a conversational mode (intsr~action between user 
... 
terminal. and computer·~ during proc.essing). In order that th.e rim-
, 
,., 
-.ulata~ ·-Gan. be af. -use for -more -than on13 1ndivi:dual situatiorl\ the ·' 
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- .... , 
ffl6del has~many interchangeable ~ariables. · The v~riables .art~-
parameters so th·at the .system need not be re-pragr.ammed as each 
n~w .situation arises. Thus, it is the aim of this research·to ., 
........ 
· design-a simulation -model that can ~be used by managijment.to sval-
. 
. uate an on-line real-time ~document retriijval system in which.the 
' 
·, 
files are s.tared on· either a disk or ·tape subsys,tem. · s·pecifical).y, 
. - '~ 
" the document ·retrieval system must b:e .o·ne, with ·coordinate indexed 
r~ferences to documents. In.this ~e~earch the evaluation deals 
... 
mainly with queue length, response time,_ and systeI!) ·idle time. 
.. .... 
. ~--
.. ~ .. -· 
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II. -!Desiqn of Simulatien Model 
A. - General Configuration and Environment 
< 




...... . '. 
. , 
' 
. The philosophyr u·sed in the design of the ma··del is ta give 
J' 




penalize· the_ long~r requests when the processing ( . 
. . ' 
"'fl,- • • 
. ~ . . 
. 
. 
in t~e rea~y queue.ha~ exceeded the threshold of 
time of the items 
the sy·stem. ·. No 
. . 
. 




since the prime concern of ··the :simulator is the rate· of arrival o.f 
. 
the reque ... st·s and not the, particular terminal from which. ·the query 
. . . 
' 
originated. The system· (Figure 1) is de~igned to operate with 
' ' three queues: a rea~y queue, a back-up queue,. aMd an output queue. 
. ,, (' 
Since no use is made of multi-pro~ramming,~·the central pro-
cessor operates with only one s~arch request:. a.t a time, and the· 
.. ' 
inputs to ·the central pro·ce-ssi .. ng unit (CPU) . are ·received in a· serial ... -
·-manner from the ready queua. The time needed tb process a.ny query 
. 
' 
, is obtained from~ sampling ~istribution, while the speed of the -~-
-
,· processor is read fra.m· a parameter card. Thus, it is immaterial I• 
what brand of processor is used _a.s long as the cyclE time of the 
• 
-processor is known. 
:· I' 
.. It is of ·utmost importance that no pericids of•time exist when 
~ 
. 
. the central processor is ·idle· if. there are que·ries ·to be ·p·rocessed. 
... --· --· _,. 
Td~avciid ·such delays, a transfet control unit has been added. 
< 
The 
tr.ans fer control unit. is a software routine whereby· a ·new .query. 
-r' 
4 
------···-... --.Ji:...-~,---__ _:__-:-_____ ·~-.. :--.· · ___ ---cs-11-·ba-st~red .. tn. -tt,e-,rea-cry·-·queu·e, ai,·--some _re t.r ieved document in-






... ,' . . 





· :·· : processor i~ operating on e query. 
. ., .. . . 
- Our·ing · a simulation rur1·; the document information flles a.re 
• I: ," 
..... .....;·;·: ·~. i 'ta 
' C. Q,. 
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.· . evaluated far only· one ty~e of storag~. If one· i.s interested in . ; . . .,,J . ' 





ulation would have to be run t~ica. 
•· 
, 
.. The output qu~~e stores all the retrieved information until 
it can be transmitted to the user via the input/output_ buffer. · 
t B. - ·gueueirig Mechanisms 
. . ,.i' . 
0 
As the C\uer~es. ~rive a~ the system., t:hey are tran.sferred ·from .. 
,. 
. the I/0 9uffer to. either· the rea··cry queu·e or· the back-up queue de-· 
pending upon the exist~ng .. ttir~shol.d·· valua. The reapy queue is a I ·-.... , ... ( 
first-in-first~out (FIFO) qua:Lle which holds as ·many items as the ~-
threshold permits, uJ1less t.her.e are .a hun.dre··d items. in the queue 
I- \_, 
· ( Fi g ur-e 2 ) • For example, :if the t·hreshold of .·the system is·· set 
\ 
I 




~ queue· is. 22 minutes, ~hen. the next qlJery to arrive in the buffer 
can be placed in ,the ready q·ueu~, no ma~ter what· the length of the 
-
· new q~ery ;;--- (Note: -Du~ing actual ·operations the total process .time 
~ 






\.. ~: ... , f'--. 1 2 3 4 5 t . 
' r , 
(,. Search time1 3 .• o minutes V V V _N ·N . 
IF. , . Process time of rea~y queue threshold/ N V V N ·y -. 
~ 
. ·, 
\' / I -·' 






' I Place new· -arrival • ready .. X X X " in queue .. 
. THEN • 
. 
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A. . \ 








... ,. . 
total. processi-ng time.· of ·th·e ·.i terns in ttm::.read.y queue exceeded the·., 
30 minutes-1 ,. the :query would have been pla, .. ced in~the back-up ,queiJe 
; .., -~ 
' . ' )~provided no ·pri-ori ty existed.. _A .Priority. is git/en ta thos~! ·search 
. . ,-,,,,:,,~ ==-
• 
requests that- take less than .three minutes of CPU time. /. Thus, even .,.. 
/ 
4 . 
though the teady .queue may have surpassed the thr~shold va~ue, a • 
,,._ 
. ' query that takes only one min~te to process .will still be· placed at . / 
. ) 
the en~ -of the Firo reidy queue~ However, there is a limit of one 
-
. hund~ed queries in the-re~dy queue. Once the 100 limit has been 
~ 
~exceeded, all queries are placed in the back-up queue •. 
The _ready queue is ci.esignad as core storage·, while ~---b..e back-up 
-
' queue is a tape ~Qit. Items that are placed in the back-up queue. 
. 
. / a-re removed whenever the total processing 'time of the i temi in t~he \ 
,. 
• 
ready ·queue drops below the thr-eJjhold value of the. system. The 
• 
~ back-up queue also operates as. a FIFO queue. 
~· 
.Th~ output queue is-~sed to store the retrieved information· 
if the information is arriving .from the CPU faster \than the I_/0 
' 
.,, buffer can· tr-ansmi t it at line spe~d to the user., un·der normal 
conditions a query would retrieve enough documents to cause the 
_ output ta back up, thus neces~i~ating 1he use of the ou~put queue. 




For the efficient and economic: aperatia~ of a file in· t;1.n :D.LR·T . ·; 




··... ,, ce·ssi ty. In t,his. s·imulatian a disk unit is used as addressable 
-. 
5> bulk· storage oo which arp store·d t_he serial·. and inver~_ed files neces.;. 
sary ta perform a·· Boolean search. ·rhe· invarted:file cont~ins· all,. 
~ 
-~ the index ter·ms in-·-1;J1e sys·t~m, with the doc~m:ents ·charact.eriz~.d by 
......:...-, 
each term being listed under. the' term·. The serial file contains,· 
.. 
I • • 
" ', 


































I c l 
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. ··~'.:..:·~-,' ·-,.:;~~,~~'ii-.·~ ;:;-.·.~ 
' 
' . 
. tQ , . 
. ' 
. \ .. .- 8 
,· ' . . ;  
the bib~iographici infarm~~ion far e~ch document.·· If a tw~-terfu .. . 
s·earch. is being evalu~·ted' the two terms are located .. in . the 'in-
I 
... ver·ted -file, . the documents indexed by the?e tw10 · terms are ··read from ·. · . I ~. 
··---.. ·-- -··-··-·· the inv.erted- file, a net a check is. made i·n · the process.or to see if ~-;<·_<-__ ...... ~·":-:----· ' .. · f·~· .. : .. -_·:·,-,-_ ..... _.; .... " :· • ..• , ..•.. 
. 
_ __,.. ---.----.-
--··-- ·-····· there are any 'dbcLlme~ts·that sati~fy the query. If -a particular 
,.. ~ 
. 
.,, document is judged ~elevant to the query, th~ document is then lo-
. . 
cated on the serial file ·(also on, the· d'isk),. and t .. ransmi tted to the 
' .. 
. . ..... -.. - .._,.. ___ , -~ -
user. As previously mentioned, the simulator is not desighed to 








.. . . . '' J . . 
v~riable parameters read into the system, depending upon the ~se~'s 
,,;:., I'-
~ ppecificatio·ns. 
For each record th.at is accessed on, the disk, the followiAg-
. r 
times are encountered:. 
- - >.' ~-
a. total· acc_ess~'\.time (this\ includ.es ttie t·ime to seek and:: position the arm,·as well as tha rotation of ·thij disk) • 
.. 
' 
.. b. latency or. delay time •. -·~ 
"' 
.. 
c. read or write time. 
·,.'-__ --·· --·· 
When the simulator encounters a quer.y,~- tt.la:t i.& requesting some 
type of infarma·tion .from the ·.disk, the first calculations that are ,I 
·./· 
,,.,· 
.. per·formed are those of f~ tting . the users records ~to the physical 
.- . 
... 
. ~eco;rds of . th~· disk·. For example, if, I the average number of docu ... -- --····--
men ts listed uhder each term in ·an tnverted:~ile is 100, and each 
di~k reear~ c~n only handle 90 docum~nts, then the simulator must.· 
"' 
. be made aware of thi~ fact (th~s necessitates the use of ch~ining). 
-· w.ith th-is information of the IR records ,and ·th~ physical charac-
teristic~ bf the -di~k (i.e.-avere~e adce~s time, read/writ~, etc.), 











-· -···- ------ -------"···~.-----·-~--------·-·- ·--:-··---·---·---.-Ti---·--·------~-·-- .. 
. 
























dascript-ion of t·he · equa~ions ·used :t_o calculate· the ratri·eval time 
f 
" • 
,, from a· disk is giv~n in App~ndix l. · 
-
--~-
· .. , 




··· -- Although~ largs OLRT ~Vstem_~lt~ mahy users would probably. "" 
~Jj.;1 ;-, ( ' not )Je dependent or:,. a tape system as its. only mass .storage device, < . ' . 
... 







system which does not demand sub-minute retrieval ~imes • 
The evaluation of the tape system is performed on a seri~l I • 
fi-le onlX_•. · This file is organize'.q by increasing document n·umber, , , 
and contains the b{bliogr~phic information plus ihe terms th~t : ~ \ 
. 
' chatacterize the document. When p~rforming a search on this 
-
· -~rial file, the entire,· f~le mus~ be read to locate the relevan.t:~-· 
-/ documenta~for any type o( search. A complete description of the 
'J 
' 
retrieval equations for the tape system is g·iven in Appendix 2. Jo 
' ·~· ' E. - Variable Parameters of the Model· I 
- ~ E~en though the info"rrnat:i.on retrieval riicidel is. dBSfQi'led· ri th . 
certain types,of queues~ and .storage me~ia, there are eoau~h var- ·\ 
iableS which a user. can assign to permit the. model to be a ve~,/ 
' . /1, 
flexible and useful tool. The variable pa~ameters fall into the 
following categorie·s :: 
. .. 1. svstem ·characteristics 
,. 
.... \;· Sampling Distributions . 




..:.'4-t ,.·;,. . . 
, · 3. _ Document Collect.ion 
' 4. Central Processor- Ch-aracteristics 
I • 
5. Disk Characteristi~s 
i 
6. Tape·· Chara·cter_istics 
L.--1 
. ... 
. ,. ... 
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I 7. Characteristics of the Termipal Equipment, 
a. Programming, ·cheracterisll.cs 
V 
\ 





The·se categories aret en.umerated showing the\symbol that- the user . . 
if 
t t;J 
must }Scognize 'to enter the Simul~tion model. J. . . . . _.. . . ~ ~ { ' 










.a. IS TART - the starting . poil'\t for. the random number , 
..... ger:,eratar. ~ 










c. KDAVS ~ the number of d$y~·f~~ which the simulation 
• 15" run. 
... 
" . -----
d. MSM J the storage media desired • 
- . 
- · threshold v.alue desired on tbe ready ·queu-~ 

















e. ' S4M I ~ --
I, 
l 








- mean of the expone!ntia·l distributio'i1· for 
interarrival time. in minutes. y -- ' - -- . 
-
I, I . 
- m~an of the Poiss-on dist~ribution for a 
one~terro Bo·olean search in- documents. ' . - . 
. . 
- mean of the Poisson distFibution for a 
two-term Boolean ...sea_rch in documents. IY 
. ( ~-~ mean ·of th~ P9isson 'dis'tributioh for a 
three-term Soolean search in documents •. 
-
-
--mean of the Po~sson distribution for a 
four-term Boolean search in dobuments~ ' 
' 
. ' .. 
m}tn of the ~oiSsOn '- distributi;;~ for a 
"'-:t! ¥ 
. \ 
. ,, 1. ·)'• 
five-terrri_ Boole'-an · search in documents. • 
• ., ; It 1 
- ' 
. ~ mean of the exponential disttibution far. 
. . ' 
. / 
. the holding time in the output .. queue •. 
.. 
"· 
- nufnber· of bib·liograph·i.c. cha~a~ters per .~ ... . -~ . do·cument ., I.· 
'-4 -, ; 
\ •. C~ntral Processqr Characteristics:, 
-
. • j ' 
. 
I' 
. .· r' 
; ' 'i·: ,. '' 
' , 
·... .. 
\ .. :. ,.:- "' .. ; ·-~· . .,- . ·{' .,,..,..- I· • 
. . i,t 
... 
.. ,~,.,. ..... /. \ 
-,-. . ......... ' 
...- I· 
' . ' ' > \.. 
· . r 




• , - \ - '=" 
~ . . ' ; ~ . 
\ 
r 
1 Jf . 











































-a. CTT ~.time ta perfor~ a 
' I'~ 
' 
cbmputer machine instruc~ 
"' 





.. ' Oisk Ch~~~ct~ristici: · 
., 
,. ~AT- - disk adccess time in. milliseconds (includ,e.s 
~eek.and po~iticining time). 
.,. b.· DDT 
~~ 
- disk delay 
( seconds.· 
t 
time after position1ng ·1n ~illi-
I .. 
c. 'RW ' . 
- disk'read/wtite speed in microseconds per l ' ~ word... · . 
I \ 
I - I d. WPR 
- wor~s,per disk record •. I 
' 
Vt e. DOR - number of documents held by one record on 
·/ the disk. 
f. DAD 
-
ave~age number ·of documents for aach term 
.. ~ \ of the .. inverted file on the d-isk .• \. . ,. 
.,;, 
i 
Tape Character·istics: r 
.. 
¥ 
THS ii. tqp£f. transfer-.rate • kilocycles • a'..• 1n 
.,, 
b-. TCM - charactBr mode of t~pe. 
f ~ • 
.. 
·!: c. ·rREC - number of records storetil an t:c;rp.e. 
• d. WPRT - number of words pet record~ 
• I \._ • 
e. TSST - tape handler statt-stop time in s~conds •. 
f.- ATTR - - one-half- tf1e ·average number ~f terms in a·'. 
tape record of the ·Serial file. 
. ... 
g. ~F - the tape blocking fattor •. 




7. Characteristics of ·rermin~l Equipment: 
. ' ~ a.· TR ~ transmission rate of ·user•§·equip~ent • 
. 
• 
t) • . bits per second.. . · 
. . 
" 
- number of bi t·s -per character· used· 1J·y ter- , 
\v minal equipment. 
··· 8~ Programmi'T'lg Qharacteristics: ) 
/ ,.~ ... ·, 
a. TNI1 , · th,5Y number of machine instructions necessary 
to complete a o·n~_-term Bbolean search a.f ter 
the term is retrie.v·ed from the serial fiie 
on the tape_ ~e,3tem. u~ 
11 
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·. ; . '·~ 
.... -· . 
. b: -TNI2. - inatruttions for a two-term Boolean "AND" 
_,. search (tape system). · 
\ - i 
-
' ~ "" 
c. TNI3 · - instructions for a three-t.erm Booleafl "AND" ( ~ ·search (.tape 
e 
. . 
system), - t·· 
• 
• !• d. TNI4 - · ins.tructions · for a four~term Beolean. ··"ANO-'' 
search (~ape system).·\. t · 
~---\~ 
e. · TNI.5 - i.ri'struf ti£?nS_ for a frive-term Boole-an 
s·earch (tape syst011n, . · . 
nAN-D" -





·the \iumber of mat:hine inst.ructions necessary 
to complete a one-term Boolean search after 
the term i~ retrieved f~om the inverted fil~ 
on th~ 'disk sys.tern). ~ ,,., 
\ ~ --~._ ....... ,.,,. ............. ......_ 
instfuations for a two-term' Boolean . ''AND'~ 
s ear ch ( d i s k · sys t em ) .• __ ... ---~ .. /,. 
---, eJll' 
. 





' .:.. .. 
-search (disk system}. 
~-
i. DNI4 · -':--instructions fol a four-term BDoleran "AND\ 
search (disk system). r 
. I(: . 
' j. DNI5 - .instructions for· a f-ive-t·erm Boolean ''A:Np•r \~- search ( dis-k system). /');~ ~-
. . 
·/ l, '·. 
J 
··; 
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~. ,. . 
' III. _- Discussion of Sampling Distributfans .. 
. .t 
f ~ ) ' " 
·1 A •. IntFJrarrival Time 
. 
.. 
. -The simijlatar starts and continue~ with the brrival of requests 
--------· -~- ·-·-· ~·~-
. 
' 
... ,·, ~ from the users at remote ~ter~inals. Even though it is pos~ible for '. ;" 




. input. lin~ is scanned at -~ny ~iven· moment, so the net effect is 
-~ 




clocked or ev,ent. oriented.· Ta· deter.mine the time'· between two ''·'~ 
' arriva'ls, tne interarrival tirn~ )r·s: sampled fr·om .a·n ·exponential 
I 
distribution (l). Since · the random num1Jer g·ene·rato_r produces: num-
· bers. with a uni form distribution, it is necessary to ~transform 
' 
the numbers. An .exponentially distributed random number, u; is 
. ,... 




-.: f 02-lawi.ng transfor~_tion: 
_, 








' Using a mixed multiplicative congruential random numb~r generator • 
..... wit~ 0. 0001,s y ~ (}•_gggg, the interarrival time: lles betu.1een ,o < u 
' 
\ 
' t. .-,, 
. ·.· .. ''ll .r 
,. B. Type of Boolean Search > 
_z ~· . ,' 
.• 
In tests p~rfarmed by Herne~ (2) art the types df searches re-
,,. ....... . 
,. 
. -
·quested·· from .people in· a .scientit\ic enviro.11men~, .it W}~S faur;id that .. I;, : ' . . 
,. 











type: __ .. · 
,. Number of Concepts 
,!. 
" 4 5 6. 1 3 
•. 
' . . " ' , Percent of Questions. 12~1 
•,. . ,_ .. 
4? .2 ·:·30.~ 
. i'f 
I •. 





. ;.·: : 
~ .. ,, 
• 
'l . 
: .. :\ .. 
. , ' 
,· .. ; j 
'. 
; . . ~ 
.. 
. ' 
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. / . ~ .. .. 
. . -,., ~ . ·,. 
I 
.However, when one is conce~-n~d :wit:h :a ·rnultip.le te,rm. search, he is ·_ 
.-
I , 




_. I I 
• 
type of Bd.olean con~truc;:tion. ·is uf!ed. 
. 
. )/ In the same study·, Herner· (3) 




. 'ments. ',''Thus·, in this simulation .. 81'1 searches are 11 AN'D 11 searches. 
,, ·occ-as.ianally, a user may wish to search an an au.thor•s name rather 
than on a specific index. term.. Su:c-h: .a s:ear·ch is treated as a one- · 
., term ·search in. this simulation·. Ta find the type of request. for. 
a simulation' cycle' a' sample from t·he ranaom . . 




.th:a model during 
' 




quest with the above percentages. (see Appendix 3). \ 
. . ' 1-......__, 
... 
lo C. Number of .Recalled Documents ? 
~ 
'l.-/ A p~imary concern in calculating the retrieval time of a re-,f' 
1 quest is the number of documents that satisfy the query. · The total 
~--·· 
. 
n~mber of ret~lled_ document~ varies_ far,each one term·searc~ just, 
. 
. ... as much as· ·the number varies between a .one-term ahc;:l a five-term 





'=, PJJisson distribution no matter how many .terms a.re 1·n the .query. 
'. ,, 
A different mean is:used for each· ans ~f~ the five Boolean sBarch 
/ 
' 
,· . ~; dis tributians·. 'Hawei\fer, ·the ·mean D.f ·each o·f ·thl;1S'l3 Poisson .dis- ,, 
· tributions varies from one docume·nt collecti·on to another -an·d is . . . 
. . • 
'g'b 
. 
-.. left as a variable for the u~re·r to insert· in· th.e :simulator (see ; . 
~-- Appendix 6). 
;· ··.·-·· I. 
..... 
,J' • 
D. (Jutput Queue, Holding Time. an,d., Re·sponse Time 
;,Ii'' 
·. · . A c-omputer system operat.@s at a 
·/IA 
• 
r:niss1an lin·es that icc;1rry the data 'to 
.... 
"' ~~ 
greater speed than the tr~ns-
~ 
and .from ·the · comput~r ,. so. in · -... 
' . .. i..::-·:- ._.·.: t 
I . 




' \ ,' . 
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:: .. : ,;. ~i. 
\',I • /'· 
.... 
' . · '· ~-
.. · .r 
. ,v.-: --
.. 
· · 1· , ·many cases a bac·k-iog · of output dat~ ·exists.· . In order to prevent ,. . 
.. 
,. 
















. the central processor from being held baCk, the system JTT?Jdel is ·~ 
.dasigned with an output queue and buffer. · The buffer· is a device . 
. I 
. . 
data to transmission l.ine sp$3d, . used to ~-ange. the speed Qf th:3 
I ' 
. \ ~ . and· ·the dutput queue· is used to hold thos.e documents· that have been· 
ret,rieved for the specific queries in ttre centr·al processa·~.-
.. The time tha~ a~y proces~ed q~ery (the sum of the retrieved 
' ' 
. < , ' , ~ , I 
ctocuments) spends in--:-the output queue is obtained by sampl·ing from 
an e~pon~ntial distrib4tibn. Bur~e (4) has found that ·the output 
' 
,..,..J J . ~' 
\ . 
,:~ 
o;f a queueing system with Poisson· in.put: ·,a:n·d ·exponential holding· · · 
t.imes .is again Poisson-.-, Since the model i:s ,.011.ncerned with- ~.thEl ·pime 
""' 
' / 
:be:.twee-t1 departures from the system, int·erd~parture time, use/ -is 
/ 
' ---- - '.,,>- ·--····•v,-~-... .-. ··-·· -·-
m ~de of -the exponential distributior,. . The holding time Yi_ the · 
output queue, pme betweeri departures, is considered t6 be the time 
that the retrieved documents wait in the queue. and_the ·tim$ ·to 
- "' 
.. 
., tra.nsfer all the documents in a serial. manner- to the bu:ff·,ar. · An 
explan~on of the equations used in the output .queue is: given in 
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) ' r , 
'·· • ... 
-~ ·-.,t - ~ 
. I1/. - Explanation or· Simulation Prcfgram ). ' 
.. 
r 
The main program and all subroutines that· are used in this 
f 
. ' 
sim~lation are writ~en in Fattran II and wer~ ~xecuted on the G.E. ; ~ ;!• . ~ 
,. ,. 
- \ -
225: i5r1i'puter in the -Lehigh ·University Cotnputer . L8bora\ory. Howe\/er 
' . ~ ~ 
'r. ~ 
..... . 
the programs ca~ be loaded and run an any compu~er t~~i-~as Far-
,. ,, 
~ , . 
i 
· tran .II capability and a car.e storage of 4K ,words •. The s.i1mulated 
.. 
\ . 
run time pan be varied considerably by the person doing the eval-
uation. The simulated run tirne is one working day, bu·t ·the number 
.··· .. ···-----~ .. 
,,.. 
... ~ 
of minutes in this working day is· ·an input paramet_er. Also ,~the. 'i 
~ . 
....... 
·number of days tha~ the si~ulation can be re-cycled is a· parameter. 
To execute a simulation.,. on the G.E. 225~ O, 5 t'ci--1.0 m·in1utes of 
'f' 
computer time is necessary for each .sim~lated oay, depend~ng up·on. 
the arrival~tate under investigation • 
. 
A complete listing of the co~pute~ pro~ram used ~n the sim-
" 
ulation is presented in Appendix 5 • 
w . 
. 
The . in~ial steps in ·the pro-
"' 
' " 
gram ial'e devoted to initialization of the parameters and to reading 
all the variables that a user is~evaluating in-the simulation. 
~' _.. . 
The for~at for the input vaiiables is ~epicted in.Figure 3 (Secbion 
~ 
~ 
II-E gives an ~xplanati?n of the ~nits of all the input .variables);.· 
. . The simulati.on is. started· t:iy reading a ranlom variabl8 which 
·' .·' 
,_ . -· 
. 
~a.presents the ar.ri~al of a query at the -ilipu·t buffer (Figure /4) ~ 
~ ':', *' I 
~ ; 
,_, 
... ~p . 
·' . 
. ·-rhs· ra·ndom ~num·ber g·e~erator used· in th·ese ,r<tes .. ts. was written to be 
.. 
. 
used ·with Fo~tran 'lI. (Le-high C9mputer Laooratory, #D2.513). · and 
' i generates random numbers~ ~between O and • 9999'. , .. The calling sequence 
f 
,(.,. . ... - . (",... 
is, y .= FL·AT(ISTART).· 
. . 
The.ISTART loca~ion holds the orital equiv-





, . · I + 1 number. -· -The generation of the random numb~rs is b·y a mixed 
,, . . \.;, 
, 
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:) . .. .. 
Columns 
,1, to 5 --. 
11 .to ,16 
21 to 22 
1 to 6 
'l to 6 
11 to 16 
21. ta 25' 
31 to 35 
1 
11 to 15· 
- 2.5: .. 21 to 
.1 to .6 
11 to 16 
:2'1 
·-to 26 
31 to 3·5 
4.1 to. 46· 
-1 to .6 
., . 
1.1 to'l6 
21 · t:o 2·5. 
· 3·1 to 36 
.. 




l to 6 
11 to 16 
21 ta 26 
31 to 36 .,. 
4.l_ to 4-6 ,) 
5:1 to 5(5 
61 to 66 
1 to 6 
hll .. to 16 
21 to126 
31 to 36 
41 to 46 
l to 6 
11 to 16 
21 to ·26 
~ ,31 to 36 
4.1 to 46 
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m~ltiplicative. c9ngruential generator of the form: 
: ·, '. 
\ 
(mod m) · 
. In this sim!Jlatian x1 was picked as J.5Z9.l ta· start - the generator, ' ·• 
. . . a ~ 
a= 2 +l, and c = 22~. The random number, v, is _sampled from a " 
. p 
. fl~t (uniform) distribcftion, and is t-ransfar·med ta a random ~a_r_~ -----
J iable from an exponantia·l distribution, LI. At t_he time of ar,rival · 
of any·new tju€ry, the information ~istem is updated before any new-
/ \ 
requests ar~ processed! I 
"' The t~t~~~ idle time of the C\ntral process,VJi- is checked upon 
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c the items i~.~he system, S,WT; the idle ~ime counter, TIT, ~s in-
·-
4 .,_" creased by the difference between the- ·a:rr1·val time and the total , I ', 
seal'ch"."Prac:ess tim;} of the ready queue· and ce~tral -Processor. 
Next, tt}e arrival time, is ·checked aga_in·st the time .o_f the query 
that is in the central processor.~ If the arriva·1' time is greater 
I 
than the total processing time of the central -processor (Figure-5),-:i; .• 
I the central processor 1s updated, and the arrival time is read-
. '\ -~ ···-
justed to a~caunt far the removal of the search time from the T • 
.... central proce:ssor~ ·"'. If the arrival time is less ~han that of the .. 
~ 
,i tern in· the central processo!',t .. the arrival time is subtracted from 
. the~ PFDcess time anti the update sequence is complet~ (Figure 5). · , I . . - : ~ . . ~ Tha update sequence of the simulation_ is a'feature which brings • 
the system 1up ta th.e -latest pClint iri .tiTe• T~ accounts far th,,e "-i. 
of' p.r~essing i!1 the_ system bet·ween arrivals. 
{ 
' 







the r~ady queue is updated;, . otherwise, the pro-
" 
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Figure 6. Flow Chart C - Update· Back-Up and Read( Queues 
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Figure 7. Flow Chart D - Selection and Placement of New Arrival 
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Figure a. Flaw! Chart E • Placement Of Query in CPU, 
and Print.Routines 
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. Figure a. -r=" Flaw Chart E 
- Placement ~f Query i~ CPU 1 
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cessing Qf .th~ new quer~ i~ initiated. ·.The ready queue is. ~pdat~d 
,, I [' . 




:~, I , 
"\ 
"wit~ the. remaining ar_rival time (Figure 6). If the item r.emoved · 
. ' 
. is greater than the r~m~ining arrival ~ime, the arrival time i~ · 
.. ' - -
subtracted fr-om the item, R(K); and R(K). is placed back in the t·op . . 
. 
' . posi~ion·pf the ready queue. The pra~essing time bf the ready 
. 
-...... . 
' ·que~e is retotaled, and the simulation continues by switching to 
.. 
the back-up tape ~ueue update procedure. 
.. ' . 
"' 
.,· If the process time of the top item that.is removed from the 
."'--F IFD read~ queue is less than the remaining arrival time, the item 
~\ 
is removed from the ready queue, processed, and the retrieved doc-
ument infcirmation returned to the user via the output queue and 




Any time a qu~ry ie processed, the retrieved information is 




and all ·related calculations are explaine_d in. Appendix 3, wh·ich is . 
,, 
_a subroutine, DUTBUR, -called b-y tt'le main :program... Th.e.~ value of the 




· includes the 'ime that has ela·psed IJetween when- ·t·he user •s que·ry 
entered the system and the last piece of documsn4, -i·nformation is· 
'"'· 
---;,. returned •. This value is used later in th~- pro·gr·am to calculate 
the ·_waiting times for the different ty.pes of s.ea~ches •. , The re-
sponse time of the five· types of searches is .st·ot'ed in t·_he count-
I 
ers· T(l, •• ,S)RT.• .... 
-
" The b~ck-up_tape queue procedur~ is the only re~~inin~ se-,, 
... 
'--, . A). < • \' . 
.,. 
· quence for the simula-tor. to opera_'ba on before proceeding to the. 







.. . , . . 
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i t .} e . ;' ·. 
"II . . • 
/ 
.·.• 
!. ~~. ' • 
. ~ . 
. 
.. ' 
. . r·eady queue.has a-total _ __t_ime_,.,,RT, of t·he items in it of at leas~, 
' 
• 
~H process·ing minutes;· i.e.,· th~ i~tem in~tended for the read.y··,. queue .J 
.equars. or exceeds.3.0 minutes, or there are already 100-items in. 
. . the ready queue. The· ready qu~ue· is core· storag·e and is designed • r 
' to hold 100 items. The value of the thres~ald, TH, is a vari~ble 
, I 
.4Jhich is assigne·d at the beginning of th·e evaluation. T.hus, the . . !61 . 
-' 
·. 
. back-up queue. f's aniy ·used as an overflow. queue for large searches"' 
' • during peak peribds for the central processor .• If there are some 
-· , . '. . 
. 
. 
_queries. on the tape unit. queue, and the re:a-d.y. qtJe:ue is updat~d to 
··1 
-.a. 
the point that the total time, RT, of the items is less than TH 
F 
, 
• minutes, thsn an item can be r~moved from the back-up storage unit, 
. 
I provided the 100 positions in the core storage ready queGe are not~ 
occupied. Since the -back-up storage'queue is rl~s~gne~ .as a FIFO . ~ 
.. · 
queue' the tap i tern in the back-up queue is remO.v.eo a.rrd pla·ced 
at the end of the ready queue which is also -,1 FIFO queue~ ·(Fj.g.u·re 6). 
' 
. . When the updating of the system is completed, the-simulation~ j 
continues by processing the latest arrival. A special subroutine, 
I 
( 
. NEWARR, is called to calculate the typ~ of search, TOS; and the ( 
*' number of retrieved documents, w. The values of TOS and lu are 
combined to form a compo_s·i ta value, :qA (see Appendix 4). Once t·he 
values of W and TOS are· known, .·the time to retrieve the infortri·a'.f;·:i.o.n_ 
-
. ' can be c_alculated. The main program _calls either· th.e tape or th·e-
disk subroutine depending~ ugon which is .. lselected inf the .. ~ iripu·t ,p~-· ... 
. 
. rameter cards. Appen~ix 1 gives th~ calculations necess~ry tn find 
the time to retrieve a specific _query from a disk ·sv·stem. · Simil- .· 







. No mattet which subroutine is talled, the/variijbla -PRT, the prp~. 
• ~- r . ,J· 
.... 






























cess~retrieval time, is ,teturned to th) ma_~: .~,rogram. 
8ef0re ~'tl,_e. new _query is place,9 in I the . FIFO ready queue; the 
,tbt~l time, RT, of the searrihes in the ready queue is chec~ed to· 
. ,' 
observe if the threshold, ~TH, has been exceeded during the .previous 
cycle (Figure 7), br whether the ready ·queue contains 100 items. 
r 
. 
. ·-- . ,, If the threshold has been exceeded,:tha new item is only pla~ed 
in the ·ready queue if it is a search of short duration (less than· 
• 1-
3. D minutes), provided the ready queue does not already contain lOQ · 
items •. fl .search of 3.D minutes or greater, with RT exceeding TH 
minutes, i~.placed in the tap~ storage back-up queue until such a· 
time is reached that the ready queue total, RT, drops below TH 
"'i .. \ 
minutes. 
" )-With the rea,dy queue of a FIFO· type, a guery that enters the 
ready ~ueue is allocated a spat -at the end of the queue, RQ(L). ~ 
----. -..:e~,":,.-- -·-
As soon as a new itemJs placed in the ready queue, a new total· 
is calculated,for RT. Besides storing the process-retrieval time, 
\ 
-.PRT, in the ready queue, the time that the query.· arriv~d in ~he· · . 
:;~ 
system, ATT, and the value of QA are also .retained (Figu~e. 7). 
This information is retained far calculations further in-the sim-
ulation sequence~ 
There ,exists a. goo.d possibility at this point -in the simul·a-
tion tha·t the central processor is vacant due to the, .,..initial update 
.... t.. 
procedure. Under suEh ~ condition, the syste~ prcigram is designed 
to remove the tbp item fram~the ready queue and.move it to the cen-
tral processor (Figure 8). The ~ai t·ing time~,JQWT·; t·he search-pro- .. 
cess time,· ST; and the t:ype ·_of search, TP.EP, are all t,Bnsfered 
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"' • , I , ' 
• , 
. ~ 
. ~ latlons. _·The items in the r~ady queue are pushed·up·and the queue· • C, 
.. 
is retataled ; before; the s.imu·lation cantin-ueef. · 
· The simulation is now at a pain~ whE!'rl( all the updatin'g and 
, 
.... 
·pra~essing is completed, and all that remains are the calculation~ 
-~ 
an the stored data. · fhe __ simulator has ~w.o ~tions far printing 
. 
r 
' cut the calculated values: (1) dat~ made availabl~ at the end of 
each si~~if'·"'rhour·. ctn~ day; and (2) tiata made available at the 
' c·oncluaian of the entire simulation. The first type- of print-cut . . .... ·----- .... . ... ". . ' \.,... 
is useful when th~ simulation is run ·only far a few simulated days,. ~ -· 
j 
and as much information as possible is d~sired. On an hourly 




' spanse time of each type of search, AC~r •• ,5)RJ, are made avail-
'\-
/ 
able. At t~e conclusion of each simulated day the/llawi~g pa-






IPC - thei cycle number of tl:le simulation. :., 1 \; \ 
,,.R·T ~, the total time needed to process all the quer·itfs :ir,: the ready. queue. ., 
PT - the total time needed to process all the queries ih the back-~· queue. 
_., 
' j 
1 TIT - the total idle time that has accumulated in the syste~ 
· as of that moment. 






n.umber of queries in the ready queue. 
number of queries in the·back-up queue.-
. (' ' The, second type 'of print-out o~cufs 5{. the end of each s1m-
ulation, and is in the farm of s~atistical calculations. The ~ ~ ~ 
•) 









rE'. p ~ - ·pressed as a. mean value with- a standard dev ia t idtl for· as many 





, I. ... 
. • 
















. ~ days as the simulation is run. Similar values are given for the-
I ' 
total idle time and the averag.e ready queue_· length. A difference 
. \ 
exists between the final length of the ready. ·queue· and thf:f average 
ready queue length in that the average ready queue ~ength is the 
. ~- ~ 
. mean value on an hourly basis, while the final ready queu~ length 




























































V. - An Example: An Information Retrieval· System Evaluation By·. Sim_ulation 
-: 
:· . ,:., . . 
\ . -
. '\ Until now, in th!s p~per, little if any mentfon has bee~made 
. '"'· _ .. __ ·:. 
:... . 
. ' 
about the characteristics or parameters a.fa s~ect!lc info~matlon 




i·ar. All the discussion ha_s focused on the design of ·the s"imu1ator 
,-





certa·n t parameters have been picked and subrni tted to FOSSAL for 
evaluation. The majority of the parameters that are used are 
.:~\· 




9<3cument (5) Retrieva+ System at Lehigh University, and any dev-
~ations from ,this system are noted. 
It j,s the purpose of this example to find the ma~m .con-
. ditions under which the system can ap~rate with a given set of 
parameters. Of ~ourse, with the output information that is re-
ceived from EDSSALi other comments ahd observations can be made. 
1 • 
. ·~ 
' A maximuf condition of a system can be obtained.by varying the 
condition .that is under test and holding all the at,her conditions 
consta~t. Since this simulator has eight categories of variables,· 




maximized. The variables and the values of them that are used in · 
this--evaluation example are listed in Frgure 9 • 
. : . t 
J 




,b prove that the si~ulator iives results comparable to tbos~ of an 





Since the simulation is writ-/· a stable or steady tat,at·e candi tion • .,,. 
·tsn for ore day periods,'.a stable condition of· the simulator is 
I , • 
.. 
·1· .· ,.·.,:. 
·'.' <· . 
4. 
. ...... ·, ', 
-- ,····--·~---·----:--,, .. __ 
;~, 
















































• per min. 
'Vi' 
s •. o doc. per 
~~ search 
3.0 doc-. per 
search 
1.0 doc. per 
search r 
1.0 doc. per 
search 
1.0 doc. per 
search 















· See Section IV. I 
The avaluation is run. for a period 
- of one working day, so 480 minutes 
: ' is used. ·· . 
·rhe -equivaient of 30 working days. 
When an evalua_tion of a tape sys-
tem is in progress, a 1 must be 
used; 2 for a disk system. 
l. ' 
This value for the threshold was 
picked for purposes of evaluation. 
• 
This is equivalent ta one arrival 
ev~ry.five minutes~ It is only 
one of the values used in the~ 
evaluation. 
See Appendix 6 •. 
See Appendix 6. 
See Appendix 6. 
See App'endix 6. , L 
See Appendix 6. 
0 
This,value is assumed for pur-
poses of evaluation. 
"\ This is an average valUe taken 
from the L-:ehigh C. I.S. System., 
Taken from G.E. ·225 Computer. ~ 
Taken from G.E~ disk subsystem. 
. Taken from G.E. ,disk subsystem. 
... 
Figure 9. Llst a·f Inp~t Variables · 
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. 3 terms 
4 
150 bits/sec. 



















Taken frcim G.E. disk subsystem. 
Taken from G.E. disk subsystem. 
Taken from Lehigh C.I.S. System. 
Taken fro~ Lehigh C.I.S. System. 
·1 
Taken from G.E. tape subsyst~~. 
Taken from G.E. tape subsyste~. 
Taken from Lehigh C.I.S. System~ 
' ·v_ 
Taken from Lehigh.C.I.S. System~ 
Taken from G.E. tape ~ubsystem. 
-~-
. Taken from Lehigh C.I.S. System • 
Taken from Lehigh C.I.S. SVstem. 
A common teletype speed. 
This value is assumed. since 
ASCII Cade uses an 8-bit code. 
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wi.th no deviations occurring from, that valu~. · Thus, the simulator· 
~ .. 
r 
--is run up to 30 days in an attempt ta locate a ma~imum and a stable 
condition. I 
Once it is determined what. the .num.ber of cycles necessary to ''.'t 
obtain significant results is, the simulator is run with differeMt 
arrival rates to check the effect cif a. varying,~ an the system. 
All tests are performed using the tape subsystem. 
-~) 
•• • For purposes of validating the simulator, and showing the 
power of its evaluation technique, it is felt that the~abav~ tests 
briefly described are sufficient. However, there is ·no 1·1mi tation 
to the thoroughness that can be obt~ined in an evaluation ~y vary-
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,,. · VI. - Discussion of ·Results 
:1- •• 
. I ' 
As has been mentioned, previou~ly, the purpose of this resea~ch 




, . ·on-line information ret~ieval system, rather then just generate t . ., 
. ,, 
1. 
facts about a specific sy~tem. However, one of the ways that a 
, L simul~tion program can be checked, is "to compare the results of 
the· program with known values. Where possible, this discussion 
will make comparisons between the simulated output and actual values. 
Figure 10 shows the output of FOSSAL as it appears on an 
hourly basis. As prevJ:ously mentionecf, this· output is optional,. .. "l 
. • . 
_ .•. -'··•·-•·9·-··~-•-·-···-·..,~•••,·•,·,..,--•··•,·-.·•--·~--·M:.·~..,.--- .. , .. · 
' 
'"' and would probably only be used when the simulation is run for a· 
short period of time_., These particular values are·. taken from · what· 
proved to be an acceptable arrival rate wi·th respect to the syste.m. 
•. 
. ' -parameters of the simulator. It s~ould be kept in.mind that all 
the results discussed in this section are for the tape subsystem. 
The first two cdlumns· in Figure 1q show the specific time. cycle 
~ 
for which the results apply. The next five bolumns give the av-
erage response time that each type of_ search would encounter during. 
.the designated.time cycle. This average r~sponse time includes 




-the retrieved document information waits· in· the output queue, and 
I., 
the time to transmit the information to the user.· ·Fat example, 
consider the average response time of a one-term seaich during 




. ~ 4.965. When using th.a Lehigh C.I.S. ·retr~eval system, 3.0 minutes 
' is· needed to ·search and process. the serial file on tape, and ad-. 
J di tional time is needed ·.to transmit whatever retr.ieved information 
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is obtained·. Thus the difference betwe·en the 4. 965 minutes,· ·av-
' . 
erag·e'. response tim~, -and ,the .3.D minutes for search-process time, 
is the time that the query waits in the ready qu~us plus the time 
. to transm!t the retrieved documents ta the user via the teletype 
unit.· By abserv,lng the average response time for the ·other time 
' t : ' cycle~ of the first day, it is apparent that the response ti~e ~ 
-- 1 
increases proportionally with the average~queue length. In all 
cases during the first day, the average response ·time of a two .... _"_, __ .. 
term search is greater than that of a one-term search. This is 
. . ,.., 
due to the fact that it takes longer tci peffor~ ~ i~o~t~r~ search, 
and does not~represent the fact that a priority is given to a one-
" I ' 
term search. The values ·for the average response times and the 
. 
' 
. . "' 
,average rea~y queue lengths are reset at the beginning of each 
hour, so the values depicted in Figure 10 ·are not biased by any 
. # previous values. Such ·a precaution is necessary, because-if 'there 
is no queue at the beginning pf the day, and a large one at the 
end of the day, the average for that day would not indicate the 
extremes fa£ such a large time period. Ta offset this problem, 
the average values were.taken on an hourly basis.,_ 
' At the bottom of Figure 10 seven vari~bles are printed which 
. ,•, 
, 
-depict the condition of the simulator· at the end of the day. The 
first ·variable, cycle, gives the number of quer:ies that qr-r.ived 
·, 
" 
-d~ring the day. Thus, at the end of the first day, 123 queries 
.-, ' ' 
. have arrived, two items are in the ready queue, and·na items are '~ 
in the back-up tape queue. 
. . 
. .,,.....,. The total time needed to process tho~e 
two queries in the ready queue is listed as the third variable at 
. ...., ' 
, the bottom of figure 10. The fourth variable indicates the~mo~nt 
. I 
' 
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of time needed ta process the query that is in the CPU~ However, 
. 
~ one· must remember that-the time-,listed under "Total Process Time 
I 
' 
of Items in CPU" (2.1249) is the \~me feeded, to complete the pro-
cessing of~ particular item, and is not the time that is needed . . 
. I . . 
from start tri finish, since part of the .query may have been proces-
sed during the previous cycle. The total idle time listed in Figure-
10 is the cumulative ~ime since the be~inning of.the day that the (t 
CPU is idle, 
The second type of output is shown in Figure 11, and i.s always 
·obtained at the end of. a .simulation run. It is dr3signed as _a sum--
mary statement ta give a minimum of information so that priht-out 
time can be kept very law on long simulation runs. A simulation 
I' . that is run for 30 days t~kes approximately 15 minutes-of computer 
/I 
time on the G.E. 225. The second line.of Figure 11 expiains that 
the arrival rate,)., is equal to D.25 queries per minute, and that 
the simulation statistics are compiled for a period of 2 days. 
For the two day period, the final number of items in the ready queue 
has a mean of 2.0 and standa~d deviation of.D.D. The ~yerage ready 
queue length has a me,_an of 2.·9 with <T'\= 1.6?. This value is the 
" 
number of queries that could b~ expected in the queue during any 
< hour of the day. Since the ~inal lQngth of the queue._is less than W_ 
t~e average queue length, it.is obvious that the maximum queue ap-
,fl pears at some ~i~e other than at the end cif the ~ay. Wh'en refer-
. 
. 
ence is made ta Figure 10, one notices approyimate,.ly '\,Llhen the rea~y 
queue reaches its ~aximum by reading the-~verage ready q~eue length 
for each hour of the day that the s~mulation is run. 
It has. been mentioned th.at one of the aims of this research 
, 
.. 
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Dev. MEAN Dev. -
• 
0 2.9 1.67 
"' 
3.-07 3.3 1.95 
-· 
3.02 3.3 2.4 
3.42 3.9 2.94 
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~ was to find out how many· cycles af th~ simulation must b~ run to· 
get a true picture. The results of this exp~riment are shown in 
Figure 12. The two arrival rates u.sed, "= 0.20 and A.= 0~25, 
seemed to be quite adaptable ta the parameters af the system.dis-
cussed earlier. When ~=D.20, the queue length decreases as the 
simulation is run for a greater number af days, so in this case, 
.. 
. the average queue length and the final queue length appear to be 
at a maximum when the simulation is run only for two days; however, 
' when ~= D.25,. ~the"queue length increases as the simulation time 
\\ ' ... \ increases. Thus, fat the sy~tem parameters used, an arrival.rate 
.:/' 
of D.25 queries per minute seems to put too much of a load on the 
system if a zera queue is desired at the end of the day. \, 
In Figure 13 the effgct of the arrival rate, ~,-on the· queues 
is seen. It is quite obvious that as the ~rrival rate increases 
the system has a· harder time of handling the queries, so th.e _queue. 
lengths increase. From such a curve a designer can tell management 
'\ -. what the expected queue is at the end of the day, and management 
. 
can then decide whether overtime is necessary to work off the back-
log, or whether it is more desirable to restrict tha ~ate of arriv- -
• 
r, 
ala ta the system. 
· Figure 14 shows the idle time on a daily basis for the same 
. .... 
.. arrival rates shown in Figure 13. Thus, a designer may· want to°' :wl :. -0 _., 
. 
make a trade-off between idl~ time and.final queue length in an 




... · Figures 13.and 14 obtained from 30 daily · cycles cf the- • was -s-1m- ------ -
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Threshold, TH= 30.0 minutes 





~ RQ (Final) 
, .. 
...,_-..._ J'r--+1----+1---__.._, ---+-t----&.l--
• l 75 .?DD .225 .250 .275 
A, Queries Per Minute 
Figure 1)$ Effect of Arrival Rate on Queue Length 
.J. 
• 
lA ' Total Idle Time (Queries 









0.200 162.0 ·min./day 36.57 mino/day 




" 0.21s 45.8 min./day .31.12 min./day 
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· The ·use of the simulation· model, F9SSAL, has. proven to be 
t' • 
/ 
us~ful in evaluating certain parameters af an an-line real-time 
information retrieval system which uses a coordinate index. Spe- , 
cifically, in this research the effect that the parameters of~ 
... (\ / syste~ had on the final and average ready queue length was studied • 
• ,!'.> 
. Although only the arrival rate and number of days were varied, / 
·-
· -there are many more combinations of variables that can be studied 
' . 





' with FOSSAL. Since there are over 30 variable input parameter~, 
,. 
this presents a great number of combinations by'whi~h an IR~system 
can be-evaluated. 
, (~-- With regard to the model itself, the point must be made that 
_, 
any one who uses FOSSAL must be sure that the distributions of the 
·retrieved documents are the same as those in the simulatioM model, I 
In Appendix 6 it is stated that the distributions were all Poisso~ 
' distributi6ns, and t~at the means of their distributions are var-
. iable input parameters. If the user of FOSSAL does not feel that 
the· distributions match the ones·af the system being evaluated, 
then slight changes would have· to be made .in the· program. -· 
,· 
Even though this simulation model did not ~ake use of time-
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Appendix 1 - Derivation of Disk Retrieval Equation 
• The di~k access time has been stated by Scheer (6) to /be the 
. 
sum of the ar~ positioning time and rotational delay_time. Also,· 
r 
I G.E. (7) lists the disk-retrieval time t6 be that of the sum of 
total access time, latency time, and read/write ·time. It appears 
that a close relationshi~ exists between the different disk systems, 
and that a generalized equation can be derived ta calculate the 
retrieval time for records from a serial and inverted file. 













disk access time in milliseconds, 
disk delay time after positioning in millisec., 
disk rea~/write speed in microseconds per word, 
words per disk record •. 
The read/write time per record is: 
TRWR = (DRW)(WPR) microseconds/record 
The time needed for disk command available is: 
·3 
Eq.Al.l 
DCA =(DAT+ ODT)lO microseconds Eq.Al.2 
The average number of records that each user has for a character-
°';'·"' 
istic an tne inverted file is: 
UR= DAD DOR records Eq.Al.3 
where DOR is the number of documents held by one record on the 
disk, and DAD is the average number of documents for ~ach t~rm of 
.... 
the inverted file on the disk. This equati_an includes the use of 
chaining of records ·on 11he inverted file, since if DAD is large · 
compared with the physical record of the disk, the valu~ of UR · 
will be larger than 1, indicating that mare than one seek is ne-~ ~ 
. 
. . 
cessary to retrieve all the docume.nts indexed under that charac-
teristic. However, UR can. never be smaller than one; so if 
• 
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,I ··combining equations Al.land Al.2, the tot~l time to retri~ve 
the characteristics and their r.elated i terns from the inverted file 
I 
is obtained: 
01 = (PR)(TOS)(TRWR + DCA) microseconds· 
where the physical recordi, PR = { l if UR< l 
UR if UR~ 1 
.. \ Eq.Al.4· 
and TOS is the number of terms in the Boolean "AND" request. 
Once an index term and it's document numbers are retrieved 
from the inverted file, a comparison is made to locate all relevant 
documents.· The computer time required ta perform the needed com- . 
• parisons on each record retrieved from the inverted file varies ~ { 
far each situation, thus the followirig parameters are introduced: 
DNI1 = the number of'machine instructions necessary to com-
plete a one-term Boolean search after the term is 
retrieved from the inv~rted file on the disk. 
- -____, 
DNI2 ·= instructions for a two-term Boolean "AND" search, ,e.tc. · 
, 
DNI3 = instructions for a three-term Boolean "AND"· search, etc. 
DNI4 = instructions for a four-term Boolean "AND" search,· etc. 
DNI5 = instructions for a five-term Boolean "AND"- search, etc. 
CMIT = computer time needed to perform 1 machiDB instruction. 
~#' 
The total time needed ta perform the comparisons and the related 
prcigrammirig steps i~: 




•- Once the relevan,·t document numbers are producerd, the biblio-
' . · .. -.. ~ 
graphic document information must be r~trieved from the ~erial 
. - ,. 
file, also stared on the disk. Let W equal.the number of relevant 
I documents; then the time to search and retrieve the information is 
obtained by cambi·ning Eqs. Al.l ·and Al.2 ·and multiplying by w. 
. ,. - . 
. 
~ 
























- 03 = (W)(TRWR + DCA) mi~rosetonds 
. I> 







The.total time needed for the retrieval of·all.the relevant doc-
ument information is given by:.. ; 
--- PAT= {Dl + D2 + 03)(10-6/60) minutes Eq.Al.7 
The value of PRT includes all the time needed ta retrieve the doc-
~ umerit information up to the point that the information is to be, 
transferred to the output' queue. Any further time needed for· man·~ 
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Appendix 2 ~ Derivation of Tape Retrieval Equation 
- Before attempting to deriv~ an equation far the retrieval 
time, th~ schemeJof ~he retrieval mechanism.must be ~ade clear. 
The search_that is pe~formed on the tape system i~ executed on one I , 
serial file; tne ·file contains the item numbers. and.the index terms 
'" that ~h~racterize it, plus al-1 the necessary bibliographic data. ,. 
When the Boolean request is read into the CPU, the retrieval phase 
starts -by-~reading· each. 1.tem .from the serial file until a match is 
found. The matching is executed in the central processing unit. 
When a match is found, ths ~ertinent bibliographic data is trans-
ferred from the central processing unit to th~ output· q~~ue and oh 
to the user. 





These terms can 
.a record (8): 
character mode of tape (i.e., 3 = binary coded decimal; 4 = binary), 
= number of records on tape, 
= wards per record, 
= tape transfer rate in kilocycles, 
= tape start-s,op time in seconds. 
be combined to obtain the time needeo ·to "I'·e_ad: 
RT = (TGM)(T~~~)(WPRT) ·+ (TREC - 1) (TSST) sec. Eq.A2_.l 
However, equation A2.l does not take into consideration the use of 
a blacking factor. To apply the equation to a system with blocked 
. 
. . . -~ ~ . . .. 
.,, 
' 
records, the _start-stop time (TSST) is the only part of the equation ~ ' . 
that is affected. Thus the time to read the entire serial file 
stared on tape is: 
' 
RSFT = (TCM)(TREC)(WPRT) (TREC - l)(TSST) THS + ..... ----8--F __ _ sec. Eq.A2.2 
When applying this equation to a1 specific prob,.lem.,. one must 
keep in mind whether double words are used in the tape record •. 
, 
... .·-























iJJ If daub.le words ar·e used, then the value of WPRT. i·s twice as large 
as a singl~ w6rd. 
,. 
I Once the ~ecard is placed in the processor, ·the-search program 
is re·ady to chec~, for a match witt,..,,~the--request. The t~me to per-. . (; "''Ii t'~ 
~,t,·)J,,,,-
farm the checks and comparisons on each record retrieved from the 
serial file varies far different Boolean searches and also ·varies 
_ due ta the fact that no two programmers think alike wheh writing the. 
coding for a program. To permit the simulation to have universal 
' .usage, the time to perform these comparisons are broken down into 
" the sum of the machine instructions of the individual program. When 
each document is read from the serial file, there are a certain 
number of terms characteriiing the document which are contained in 
this same record. Th~ number of terms per document is not a var-
iable in this simu~tian, but is an average value. The number 'of 
terms per document is needed so that the process time in the CPU · . 
... ' ~ 
can be calculated. 
Let: TNI1 ~ the ntimber of·machine instructions necessary to 
complete.a one-term Bool~an search after the term is retrieved from the serial fila on the tape. 
• 
TNI2 = instructions for a two-term Boolean "AND" search. 
TNI3 = instructions for a three-term Boolean "AND" search. 
TNI4 = instructions for a four-term Boolean· "AND" search • 
TNI5 = instructions for a five-term Boolean·."AND" search • 
---CMIT = computer time needed to perform one machine in-
struction. 
ATTR = average number of terms in a ~ape record of the 
serial file divided by 2. 
The total time needed to perform the comparisons and the related 
programming steps is: 
r 
\. 
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CT = .(CMITkNI(l, •• ,5))(-~TTR)(TREC) ,io-6 sec.· Eq.A2.3 
Since the bibliographic information for each documen~ is read from 
the ,.tape --i-n the same record as the document characteristics, no 
additional read tim~ is needed when a do6ument is found that is·,rel-
evant to the search request. · . 
. The total time needed to retrieve and pros~ss the documents 
~ .... 
. from a· serial file on tape is obtained by combining equations A2.2 
and A2.3; thus: 
PRT = (CT+ RSFT) 60 
.I 
minutes Eq.A2.4 
The assumption is made that if- the document· collection is stored 
I 
. an two tapes, the transition from one tape handler ta another is 
.. 
executed without any lapse in time other t~an the inter-record gap 
.. 
start-stop time. The value of PRT includes all the time needed to·. 
retrieve the document inf~rmation up to the point that the infor-
mation is to be transferred to the output queue. Any further time 
. 48 
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Appendix 3 -·calculation of N~w Arrival I , 
\ . ' 
. -The purpose of· this particular subroutin.e -is to determine 
which Boolean com~ination i;s used in the new query en'tering the 
' system, and·to find out haw many documents will satisfy the query. 
This information is combined and used to determirie the response time 
,) 
whether it be. by the disk or tape subsystem. 
When the subroutine NEWARR is called by the main program, the 
# initial step of NEWARR is to determine ~hich .Boolean search is used. 
A random number is taken from a~unifarm distribution to determine 
• 
the Boolean request (~he percentages·are discussed in Section III. 
8). Once the type cif Boolean request, TOS, is ~~termined, the 
-~ 
j, mean number of r.etrieved documents ·for that particular search, ... 
,, S(l, •• ,S)M, is used to ~etermine the exa~t number of documents by 
taking a sample from the Poisson distribution for the documents 
(see Appendix 6). A special subroutine, PDISSN~ is called which 
' takes a uniformly distributed random number and transforms it to 
a random variable with a Poisson distribution. The program for 
this subroutine (9) is listed in Appendix 5. 
~--~-~~----Now Wat the type af.j?olean search, TOS, and the number ·of 
retrieved documents, X, is calculated, the only remaining function 
of the subroutirie is to combine them in thB following manner: 
QA= TOS + X 100.D Eq.A~.l 
j The decimal point of X is moved three places to make it 1.s value 
.~ 
less than 1 •. The value of QA is returned to the main program for 
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' · ... Appendix 4 - Ho·ldi·ng .. ·rime and· Tra·nsmission Equations 
,· 
·1 
There are three functions in -.the system· that compri-se the 
. ' ~ • • ·1··· . 
1 total response time of any user who enters the system~ and the sub-
__ ,I . 
routine, OUTBUR, is ~alled to combine these_functions into one value 
0 
for a user's totel.rasponse time. 
The first functional.component ·of the total response time is 
the query waiting time, QWT. This is the time· that a query waits 
in the back-up and ready queues, plus the time ta retrieve the doc-
uments from storage and process them in the CPU. The value of QWT 
- . . J ' is calculated in either the tape or disk subroutiJ)S under the name,· 
_/ 
PRT; and is transferred eventuall~ to the OUTBUR subroutine for 
further calculations. 
,;, 
.The functional component, o~tput -~ueue holding time, is \hs 
second part ·of the total response time. This i~·the time that the 
retrieved documents wait in the output _queue before the complete 
-transfer to the output buffer. As discussed in Section III.D, the . . 
..... ,! 
hol--d·iffQ time is exponentially ·distributed. The value for the / 
holding time, HT, is o~tained by ~ampling from the random numb~r 
generator, V, and.applying tri eq~ation A4.l, which produces a ran-
dom number exponentially .tr nsformed with a mean of HDM. "'-~ 
·1 
HT = HOM (LOGF(V) minutes Eq.A4.l 
. The m.ean, HOM, is ·a variable which is adjusted to: ri1a·e-t· t:he · ne.eds of . . ; .. 
... ; . 
~ particular environment. 
The final functfonal component of the total response time is 
.. 
: .• the transfer and transmission time •. Figure'l5 shows the areas 
( 
·covered by transfer and transmi~sibn time by an a~terisk (*) • 
.. 
., . 
1 This is· the time to transmit all retrieved document·infarmation to 
• 
" / 
. r. '; 
. I 
'!I. 
.,.. . .. 
. ·-· -·-·····... -.... , .. -·. - '" - . ' . 
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. the· user, plus the tfme -involved iri transferring -~he ·information· 
from the CPU ta the buff er~-- · · " 
.,., .•.. 
-Output .. CPU Buffer ~ * ... Queue· • 
* 




Figure 15. Flaw of Data 'from CPU 
' 
r·he transfer time .per document, TRTPD, is calculated (Eq.A4.2) 
~y combining the number of characters per. retrieved document, BCPD, 
and the transfer time per character, CTT, for the system under 
·- . ..j.; .• ·,-
evaluation. The factor of 2 enters the ~quation sine& the data is 
transferred into and out of the output queue~ 
TRTPD ~ (8CPD)(CTT)(2)10-3.saconds/~ocument Eq.A4.2 
The transmission time per document, TTPD1 is obtained by using 
equation A4.3, _wh~re, 
,. 
TTPD 
BPC = the number of bi ts per c·haracter 
· TR = trensmission rate 
• \ 1' 
\ (BCPD.) (BPC) .. 
= i TR seconds/document Eq.A4.3 
... 0 
Equations A4.2 and A4.3 are combined and increased by the numb~r 
of retrieved documents, as sho~n in·Eq.A4.4. 
UTT = . ( TTPD 6; TRTPD) (W) " minutes Eq.A4.4 
W = number of retrieved da~uments .. 
-UTT= transfer-transmission time 
The three functional 6om~anents a~e·combined to obtain QRT, . 
. -the total time that a user.must ~~it from the time of entry ta 
receipt of all document infbrmation. Thus, 
• 
r:, 
- ·.:. ·...... .t 
QRT = (QWT +HT+ U1T) minutes I I 
'i 
"-~ . 
• • I 
. .• ..t, 
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I. Appengix 5 - Fortran II Simulation Progr~m 






·COMMON W, P RT, R Q ( 1 O O J , 0 ET ( 10 0 J , T PE [ 10 0 J , TE l ( 5; O l ', 
,. ···-· -··-· t T P E r- ( 5 0 l , · P f.J [ 5 0 J . ·· ·· ·· · \ - - ·-
~ C RE A D V AR I A 1,8 L E P A R z\ t:1 E· T E R C A R D S 
-·. 10 1 o---R EA D 1 0 0 ,o , l ST AR T, AM I N , K DAYS 
" 1000 FORMAT[l5,5X,~6.1,4X,I2l" 
. 
~ .. ·-·- . - -- I F" [ I S T ART J 9 9 8 , 1 0 D 9 , 1. 0 0 9 
1009 READ 1001,EXM 
-1. 0-0-1-ro RM A·r T F 6 ·;- 4 J. - ---··· ..... ·":··-· ··-· •"! -=-- - .: ..:... ~... 1.:· -··· 
':"'.· 
I . 
· READ 1002,H~~,CTT,TR,BPC 
~- 1 0 0·2 ·- FORM A T [ F 6 • 4 , 4 X , F' 6 , 2 , 4 X , 2 [ F ~ , 0 , 5 X l J 
. . READ 1003,MS~,T~,BCPD 
~--1 0 0 ·:·3 -- F O R M A T C l 1 , 9 X , F 5 • 1 , 5 X , f: 5 • 1 J 
REAU 1004,S1M,S~M,S3M,S4M,S5M 
---t·o·o·4---·Fo RM A·r [ 5 [ F 6. 3, 4 ~) J -
. . 
RFAD 1005,0hW,D4T,DOT,UOR,DAD,WPR 
-,-1: o ·o 5 ... F O R M A T ( 6 [ F 6 • j_ , 4 -~ l J 
. RE AD 1 U O 6, TH S, TC M, THE C, WP RT, 'l s·s T, AT T ~,BF 
-- -10 0 6-- FORMAT ( 4 [ F 6 , l , 4 ~ ) , Ft, , 3 , 4 X, 2 [ F 6 , l , 4 X ) l · 
Rt' AD 1 0 0 7 ·I TN I 1 I T f\j I 2 I TN I 3 I T N l 4 I T (~ I 5 e 
-- 1- 0 0 7- F O RM A T ( 5 [ F 6 • 1 , 4 ~ l J 
·- - · 
RE- AD 1 O O 8 , D N I 1 , 11 N I 2 , 0.N I 3 , D N l 4 , D j'-J I 5 
-----1 0 0 8 . F O RM A T f 5 [ F 6 • :t , 4 X l J • 
C l~ITIALIZATION OF ~ARAMETERS 
• 
-----·-KD=O . -· -- .. 
SlJMC\-1=0.0 
--·s U M C L. ·= 0 -; 0 ... --- - ·-- -- --- - ~ ... · ·· . - - .. - ..• : . ;.. ! 
SlJ~AQL= U. 0 ...  
":'.-.. -:~,.-.. ----s UM T I T = 0 • 0 - ·,,. . -... ·: , . ·;-•--· -.... -.~ -
ssac~=o.o 
. - , ·- . - -- S S Q C L = 0 .- 0 . ~ . ·:- .. ·: -- . ~ . -. . 
SSQAQL=O.O ·· ... 
------- - .. ---·- S SQ T I T = 0 • 0 -- - . -- -- ·- - - _, __ --· -·- ~.,, 
999 COi\JTINUt 
""------ -- - -- DO 9 9 7 I = 1 , 4 5 2 
997 PQ[IJ=O 
-- ------- KO=KD+1 ·- . - - ·:. _·-.;,, . .; _;.. 
• 
' i' - . . :- IPC=D 
. ( 
_____ .. _ 
-Arr= o -. o--------·· -. · -~--·-.. --,-,,... -,_-, -. ·- -·· · · · · · · -·cC:-- • -· "' .,. , .= - -.--.. - • -- · 
A RT: 0 • 0 ., 
' . 
· ,.--· -~----· -- R T : 0 • 0 --- - .. · ' .. : -. - · . .:..·· _. 
- .. 
ST=O.O 
. .; --· S W T : 0 • 0 · · · - · ·· · ~ ·· c- ' 
QRT=O,O_ 
:"'"'-:~~·..--- 0 W T : 0 , -o- · -- · ·- · · · .... -.... · -· --· -- · ·-· · .. : --- ·.:, · .. · ...... ·,··.-'°·· -_. - ·-··j · --.- - · ·~ -.- ·· - - -~ •. , ·-· _..:;:. - - ·--· .. ' ~·-:- .. ,-..•. 
" TJT=O.O . 
.. -:.:..""":'.".:..:'. --- ·-- ~ S T P = 0 • 0 · : .• - · I -· ; ... ,.~ .• : .• ·. ,- . .. •. :-- : .. . • , 
. rts=o.o. 





. T3S=0,0 .. 
, 4-s-=-o- ..o -~- .. •·.. . ·-·. _,_· -----.,...,-.. ... --- .... -- . . . .. - • .... -·: ........ <· :-: ... . . . :, i'. • 
.. 
.• I 
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. . . 
- . -- .,.---··-- --··-· - .. - .. --1,-, ----~ ... ·--:- -· ~ -·,-··-
-- ·-·· ··,-···· ....... -
' -.. - -· . .... '- ....... ------ --- ... , .... ,: 
.. , 
-~ ·. •· .... 
r5S=o.o -
;·(.. - • .;" l ';. 
·-·-----~~.....:.-.. ·----· r1RT=o·. a.~-----------·-~···- ; ·· ·.- - ··-- ········ -- __ .. , 
· ..; 
~ 
T 2 R l = 0 • 0 -· 
i~RT=O·~-o- ··. ··.·· .. ·.·-.··.-. 
-"--"-----· _, .. -,- :·:':··:-"."::-·: -,·· .. , .. · . - - .. .. ... 
,.· •• · ,I T 4- R T = 0 • 0 . 
.. _ .. .: .. .--:-.;.;____-. :---r 5 RT= o· ~- o ·--- · · ------~ ·-.-,.-~-.:.. _- _~:-.·~ - -·--~ ·-- ,,,_.,. ·· --· --- · -
;c.c.c__ .·~~.~ ' .. · ·-l" ·-. ·--. 
M= 1 . 
-· .. CAT :: ·o· -;··o-- . -- "'"' - .- ,,.- --~,,-.. · ····--. -""-~:i·..c.-_·_· .,, .. · .,-'_,_·...; .. ·:"-: :;.,.. ,:- -~- .... · .. - :-. : ---
• "!'". ,-..:..:. ·- : ;; - • • • ~ 
H = O, O 
• .... TC L = 0 t O .. --· ·--·--··· - ·- ·"---" cc·a~. _, '.:..·. ,. • .. • .. .- ..... ··.. ~ 
.. , . 
--'----'--1-/- ~ -~ ~ ; 6 ~ ~ · _ o _ _ __ .c --.- c. • _ ~-- • • • .• _ • •• . . 
. \ QA=O.O ; _·.: · · -- ·--- ··w =·o. o ------- ·· ·· · · ·-·.· --- -······ · __ ·.-·; -·-.·. · .. ·.-·- ----·- .. --.,··--- - ·-·- -. -- ---- --· 
·":"" 
. -- ros=o.o •• 
:r-· ---· · ---:--·p RT: 0 ; o- ---~-,-~.- -·. -.,_, ·, ... ;. - --· .. ,-a -~-· , .. .. 
. ,, 
LP=1 ' 
-~---.. ---·--NP= 1 ----. --- -.. -- ··"'- - ': -- -. ·· 
KH=O 
.• P R"IN T -417 - · ··-· ----- -- --· ------- · ' ~ ,·. · .. · ... '• .. . ... · . . . . . . 
. ~- __ ,.··-:.· -· -.- --- -······--""'":"':"" ·--·:' ~ -. ~ ··;·· 
C GENERATE INTERARR!VAL TIME 
·---.-. ---1- Y =FL AT f I ST ART l 
KFY=O-. 
--u = C [ 1 • 0 IE X M l *LOG r ( Y l l • ( "'1 , 0 l 
ATT-::ATT+U 
-·· . 
---ART:: U . -- _ .. ___ ·-~·---------------·-- -·- - ··-;',-.- .......... ·-'.--,:,...-~·.--=- --=--'.~·,_.:..::-·-·· ---: .-· .. . 
SWT=RT+ST 
~c------.. CHECK· SYSTEM 
I F ( AR T - S·W T l 2 , 2 , i 
-c·-c···.-----·---··----.. ---------~~=3- ·- T I T =. ( A R T - S ·w T l + T. I T · · -
2 IFCSTl300,300,4 
-----4--1rCART•STJ5-,6,6·-·-------- ·· - ·:c-,- ·· ·-··· ··-· , .. , .. , ~-- ~",,~--'. --.·-
~ ., 
C UPDATE-CENTRAL PR~CESSOR 
· 5- - S T = S T - A R T ·· ·· · 
· ART=O,O -
·- --- - -G O T O 2 O G 
6 ART=ART-ST 
-s T~ o-. -o ·- · · ·· · · · -· ---. --- -·---- -_:.. ___ ·-.-~.;.. ______ -·-· · -- · ····· -· · ··-- ··--· · --- .. , ·· ·-·-· · · ·--·--
, 
100 CONTINUE 
--c -UPDATE· OUTPUT ,QLJE 1.JE AND~ 8UFFF.R - - - ~ 
CALL OUTBUR[HOM,Y,TPEP,CTT,TR,QWT,QRT,STP,BPC,BCPOJ 
-----H ;; H + 1 • 0 · ·-- · · - ··. -· 
IF[STP-1.0]8,8,9 
. ·.·.; 
a-~r1--s·=·-r1s+1-. o-- - ~ ----J-- --··-·-- --·----·- --·-·---.------ ·······--- -----------~'---·- - -----
""z T1 RT= T1Rr~0Rr 
. ...... 
· -----GO TO 16 - - -. . ··· - · · -·· --- - ·· -· , .... ". ·.. · ---.··, -· •• ·! 
9 IFCSTP-2.0)10·,10,11 
.:... __ ~ 1-0 ---r 2 S = T 2 S + 1 ~ 0 · . . _- · ---·-- ------ ·· · · --· · .. --~---· --
;, ; . 
. . 
r J . . . <i. . ' 
... 
·' ,. .... 
··..• .. 
. ... 
-~ .. ; . 
' 
....... ' .. -··. ····-· ':( _______ ,. . . 
l . . 





! 1 .' \. ... 
' ' 
' 
-- .. , .. - , .. .I ' 
' 





··- ------·----- __ ............ -..,.,.._ 
"'I-,, 
, '· 
- . ' 
... ··~~---~ -- -.·. •, . . . 
T2RT=T2RT+OR.T 
--.. -.--·-·-Go TO 16 . 
. .. . - . --~ .•. .. -~ . -. -
11 I -F C S T P - 3 • 0 l 1 2 , 12 , 1 · 3 
-·-· . .. 
..:::... J 
. ,. 
-. --1·2-n S: T 3 S + 1 • 0 -. . .. -- ----· --.. -. -~ -~- -·,-· ·""· ·-· 
u~;,. T3RT=T3RT+QRT 
~---~-Gn ro .16 · ·- ·· , · ----- - - - ·- .. -- ... ,-· · ._,_ 
13 IF[STP-4,0)11,14,15 14. -··r 4 S = T 4 S + 1 • 0 . - . ---· .. , .. , 
l' 4 RT= T 4 RT+ QR T ~- -··- --······ ~. 
·---i--G O - . T O 1 6 - .. -- - -- --- ------~- .. ~ .... , . ---. .:. ·--·, 
JJ 
. . 1 5 J '5 S :. T 5 S + 1 ,. 0 
r • ,. ~~.:::~ : __ · __ . --:-- --- T 5 RT= T 5 RT+ QR T :•,n;. \ 
·, 
'I-;"'\.'',; 
~ 16 IF(KEYJ17,17,25 
---------1 7 . IF t ART l 2 0 0 , 2 0 .Q ,~ 18 . - -· • - ._ • .;: -o:--·· ·; -
C . UPDATE READY DUEUE 
----i· a---· I F C R Q ( K l l 3 0 0 , 3 0 Q , 1 9 ._ .. . . . . : . .. . . 
19 IF[ART-RQ[Kll20,21,21 
-20·-.. RQ [Kl =RQ [ K.J -ART ... ··- .... 
Rr=RT-ART· 
--~------· .. 'A R T = 0 , 0 - -·- . - - . ... ·: 
,GO TO 200 
--21--R T =RT· R Q C K ] ·-- ---·-- -· · ·---. ···-· -·- ·· ·'-'--- ~-""'·-'-·· -
ART=ART-RQ[K] 
~--------awT=ATT-QET [ K 1·.;ART ·- "·-·------
TPEP=TPE CK l 
·- ··-· ·--- K E Y :: 1 
Go· TO 100 
z-5--J ~"2". -- -· -. . .. .. -. ---·- ·- -~· ·- ·: -.... _· ... · -·· . 
on 50 I=1,9Cj 
.. ·-- R O C I l = R Q [ J J 
QF.T[IJ=QET(Jl 
--. -- ·--- -rpE[IJ=TPE[Jl 
50 J:J+1 
~'·..;___· ·· ·-----L= L -1 · 
.. Go TO 1 7 
. ;--c - ~-: • . - :.' 
' 
~-------UP D A T E 8 A C K - U P QUE U E ·-· -
200 lF[RT-THl201,30·o,300. '· 
2Q1· -IFCPTl300,300~202 . -~ 202 RQ[Ll=PQ(ll 
- .: ··;' ...!.·.: 
-··--_ -- -Q ET·[ L: l =TE T [ 1 l . ----· ··- ·---=·, .. _._ .~ · -;'..:..."., ·· ·.- ,, 
, TpE[Ll=TPET(1l 
·------·-RT: R·T + R Q CL J 
PT=PT-PQC1l 
L:L+l 
J: 2 . 
- .: .;:. . . 




-- -D n- - 2 0 5 · -I = 1 , 4 9 - · --·- · -· · .··. · .. ··· -- · .. " --- · · .. :· ·· · .-· , 
PDCll=PCJ(Jl 
·---- · TE T [ I J · = T ET t J- l .. -- - .. -- · ·" 
·TpETCil=TPET[Jl 
_: __ 2 0 ~ --J =· J + 1· · · .- · .. -· ~ -- · · · -- ··-- -····· = ;, 
.. 
. ' . .. " • 
-· ----· -· ----~- - . 
--~ . .--..... . . . . -----.. - ... . --;:- :-::-:-·· , .. . \ 
' . 
j, ·. 
• . I 
- t . 





























·-. - - ------- ·GO TO . 2 0 0 ·· ··· 
. . . 300 CONTINUE ~ 
--0--G EN F: RA· T I ON --o F·- ·A-- NE w ARR I VAL - - --~ ·- ... --· - ·-:-·-·..: . ...:~,..:... -. ·- .,... ·~ , .. , ·- · 
I CALL NEWARR [_QA, Y, S1M, S2M .. S3M, S4M, S5M, TOS.]. 
. ~-- RETRIE'VAL ~ND PROCESSING TIME '• .H' 
~- IF[MSM·1l50U,500,501 
. I ---·- 5 0 0 -c ONT I NU E 
. 
· CALL TAP~ST[TCM,TREC,W~RT,THS,TSST,BP,TNll,TNI2, 
-- --- 1-r NI 3, ·r NI 4, TN I 5, CT T", TO S, AT TR l -). - GO TO 400 
-~-· 5·01-··c O ~TIN Ul: . 
CALL D I SK ST ( DR W, \~ p R, DAT, DDT, DAD, DD R, TO S, I) N I 1 , 
c· 
- ·-· -1 D N I 2 , D N I 3 , D N I 4 , i1 N I 5 , CT T l -. -
P-L.-A r. EM ENT Q·F ~ E W ARR IV AL 
400-IF(L-1011420,,420»403 
420 IF[RT-THl40l,40~,402 
---- -4 0 2- IF C QA - 3 • 0 J 4 U 1, 4 Q 3, 4 0 3 
403 PQ[Ml=PRT 
-------- --·- -T F= T [ ~ l = A T T .. 
TPET(Ml=OA 
···~· 
------M·=·M+l - --- ------··· · ·.--: ··-- · , .. ·-·' - -··· _,,_. ·-_.·.-··-· ...... -·-····--·-. · ·-· ·, __ .... -.---- __ ......... -··-·.·-·---
PT=PT+PRT 
.-. · -~-------,· ----- GO TO 4 0 4 ----- - ' ·- .. - . . . . .~- ....;,;..-_• 
-· ''.'::"·:-, ·~ ,---~"\\- __ :..:.:, : '-~ . ...:,_ ·-· -· 
~- 4·01 RQ[Ll=PR.T 
·-· .·'---,-:'-'--~--- Q ET [ L J = A TT 
TPE(L]=QA 
.----- ·--c= l + 1 ·::. . . . . - ....... - -- ··- ---- -··--·.-- _. ............. .:.. . ~: ..:._•. -:-·c,.· ·-.... '.,: .-· •.. · s~ : ·- .• : ... ·-~ •:!-----,.· . 
RT=RT+PHT 
- _4-04·-- Ir:[STl405~405,4Q6 ·-·~ --
. 3' 
405 IF(RQ(Kll406,406,407 
.• . ., 




a WT = [ A T T - Q ET ( K l ,.. ST 1-· ..... ·'" - · _7,_.: c_.; ..• .,.. · .... , ·., .... -- • ... - - ··.-·-, .. :-··-:·- . 




-. . ·....:.-- - -~- -~ ~ t 1 ~ ~ R ~ ~ ~ j 9 9 - .. \ ' 
·.··· :------ .. -·QFT·c1-J=QET(Jl ·------,.--- .,.·. · .... -··. _ ...... _-.·--·:·· ---- .... -.--.-.·.· · ... -.·~-.-·----·· .. 
TPE [ 1·1 =TPE CJ. l 
·-: · -·.·. -4 0 8 · · J = J + 1 - - - · ----·- · ---· - · . ~. :· - ' :_:._ · --- -~ .. ,• :-.--: ,-·- -- -.·:--
, L-= L • 1 
--4·0 6·--·c I = L • 1 · 
CM=M-1 . 
·:~ 
·-·HA' T = A TT - C·A T .. ·------.-~.·-· .... --~:..-:..,.·~--.·-.. · .. ,-- ·--, ·r '"-,":""·--·· "-"-''- ;. ·:-,c·.---.,:,;,·--s- ··-"- ... ,·_._.__ __ ,.' ·-·- ~?f- --
,, . 
·'t 
. T C L ;: T C L + C L. - . · . · 
.,, :· ·· 
----- ..... I F" [ I PC l 4 B O , 4'8 0 , 4 81 ... , .. , . -- · · · -:· 
- ~-
480 CO'JTINUc -
-- ---·-. PR I N T 1 0 5 0 · · - - . .. • - ··-. . •. 7"':''~ •• - - "'· :···, ._ ... _.,.. _ .... 
• l 
\' 


















·- ·-·-···-·--·-~··'"-.. ---~-------····--·-· .. ''·.' 
" 
- - .......... ·--··--· .......... _ ·--· ··----·. -----~ -· - .. . . .. 
- .... . ..... -'. 
-;'""~.---~~-- r ·, 
... ,. -.. . P R I N· T 1 0 5 1 . . \ 
.:.. " 
"' -~~ .,.-"- -· PR l NT l. 0 5 2 ·;.- -·-- -_ ..... ·,,:.-:,t .;.,-. .. '·: 
PRINT 1053 ,i. 
. . 
. -·- PR I N T 1 0 7 o·- ·-··· ... __ ~ . .;. .--- .. ·--=·.·- ·. ""_,_:_.._-..... ~~-,., ··· -- ··· ., ' ... , · ''"''""'·:~ ·':-. .:..:,,. ,. ·- ~·. - .. .:.=-.- · · ... ·. ··· ···, , -- =-·- ·"'- .~ )4' • ·, 
. ~·~·· 
· ··PRINT 1071 
-. -p RI N r·. 10 6-o-··-. ·-~---:-::. ,-·_·,: ... 
P JrJ-N T 1 0 6 1 
------ .. PRINT 10 6 2 
PRINT 1063 
'j. 
·- +--:-:!'-"'. ·- ':--:- ', . 
... ~.. . ~ ,-·. -- ···-=-- .. · .. : :.~.: 
" ·•· 
- P R I N T . 1 0 6 4 -- . - . .,.:. """:'-: .. :·-:-. -· ··-·- =--~_.·..:..--'.. -:, ... _ ... 
· 481 C()NT I NUt: 
-- ···- IPC=IPC+1 
IF[HAT-60-011,412,412 
--~ -4·1·2-Pl RT= Tl S/H 
P2RT=T2S/H 
... 
. .. . 
I• 
' .... . .. . . -· ··.- ... -
---p 3 R .T = T 3 S / H ---- -·- "·· . -- ·-·-· --· - :.-·.,·-· .,.. -·...c. "'' '"- .~ , • 
P4RT=T4S/H 
------. -· P r:; R T = T 5 S I H 
"' 
- .. .,,.. -· ... . ·-· 
.. 
· AQL=TCL/H 
. ,....._ . .;.... ______ - -A :1 R T : T 1 R T / T 1 S . -- · .. , \ . 
~ A2RT=T2kT/T2S . 
--- -A ·3 RT= T 3 RT/ T 3 S -- --~- · - ""'- .-. -.-.. ~~; .. ,..-,. ·· ··'""·'· ·· ·"' · - ·· , -~ . ~ 
A .a R ·r = T 4 R T I T 4 S 
·-·:-. ~--. --.A~RT=T5RT /T5S. 
~K H: K H +'1 
- ... 





_,.,_, ___ ... PRINT . 413; Kll ,J<H ,·A 1RTi A 2 RT~-A JR r, A 4R r, A 5RT • A Ql 
TcL=O.o 
~" . ----_, · r 1 R T = 0 • 0 - ---. -- - . - . 
. _. . r·2RT=O.O . 
. "\·.·-'-·=---.... - T 3 RT= o·. ~a. - .. -.. ·- ....... -·- ... · --~····· 
T4RT=o.o 
~-~~"·:-~-- ··- r 5 RT= 0 • O - . ·-- --.-·· ·· .. ···"·-
Tl S = 0, 0 
-·· .... ---.,.,.... .. - T 2 S = 0 • 0 
. T3S=O,O 
~~------~-- -·-r 4 s = o ·• o .. 
T5S=O.O 
~··· - - .. . 
..... :. 
. .:;_ _ __._ 
. ~ ,____ ···- ···-··-1 i:-- [·A TT - AM I N·) 1,--4 2 2 ;-4 2 2 .--- · -- --- ,-- ·· .. · - . 
422 CONT-INUc 
---p R I N T · 1 0 5 4 
. PRINT 1055 
-- P R I N T 1 U 5 6 -
,· 
V .. . 
,r ·" 
~ . 
. .". .,. · . .;.~-· .: ... ·_;,..:...... •: - ·~ .... ~ ~-.: . 
" 
.... -, ... _ .. _, 
., 
,_.. PRINT 1057 'i 
. . . ----pR I.NT'·~- 4·10 ,--r PC.Pr-, RT·, Si, r ·t T, CL-,'-cM ·'-'"-'~ :-.;- .. ...,. _, · ...... 
SUMCM=SUMCM+CM 
•,• ... --srJMCL = SUMCL .. +'CL ...... -· - . . .. .... 
. ·P SuMAQL=SUMAGL+AQL ·. 





1· - ..... ·----- -- ····--- ... -
- -- --- - - ... _ .. · - - . . \ ' 
.~·· '· 
·,.:,.. :· -~ .~. 
~- . _;.~ 
··~ .. 












.. ' :.. 
.., __ .............. , .... ·. 
------- ;~ · .... __ . - .. .• · ... ___ _,· .. 






..-: ... -~-· .... .,,,. . . .. . ... 
S SQ C ~ff S SQ CM+ [ .c M • • 2·, 0 l 
A. . ~-·: t;, 
,---··:- -- S SQ CL= S SQ CL+ C CL • * 2 , 0 l " " -· 
- SSQAQL=SSQAQl-e,, t AfJL *"2, 0 l . . . .. . ..... 
·•. ., 





4 3 o-· C O ~ T I N U _f: · . . . 
•. 
· D:KD 
------~---···· . CL~=SUMCL·/0. 
i': CMM=SUMCM/0 
-~-----· ··-A Q L M = S U M A Q L / D -. -·_ --- -- - . ··- .... __ ,..;_, __ . .:. - .:.:: .· 
_ ..... ---. . 
. TITM=SUMTIT/D 
-----~-.!-·-s.r G CM= SORT r [ ( S s~-c M---/-D l ._ ( C ~ H • * 2 • 0 l l ~· ... 
StGCL=SQRTF[(SS1CL/Dl-(CLM•*2.0l l 
----- s 1 G A a L = s o R T F r c s s o A o L I o J .. t A ·a L M * * 2 • o· l 1 
S l G T I T = S Q R T F [ [ S S (J T I T / D l " ( T I T M • * 2 , 0 l l . .. J ... 1, '"F 
----- P R . I N r·· -4 1 7 . . - .. . . . -... - .. - -- . - · · ·· · - · - · 
. ~: ·' ~ PRINT 1075 
..,-. · - ""' ~-- -- . P F~ I N T . 1 0 7 6 . -... 
PRINT 1077 
·· -·.·.: . ~----.. PRINT 1078 
. PRINT 1079,tXM,KDAYS 
P R IN T - l O H O - --· - -
PRINT 1081 
': .. · ....• - .. ' ''; •".• ·. =-· ..• " . · ........ ·. 
-· P H INT ·--1 0 B 2 , C L M , 3 I G C L -- -
PpINT 1083,CMM,SIGCM 
,~-:-,.,., .. --PR I NT .. 10 84, AQLM, S I.GAQL 
PRINT 1085,TlTM,SIGTIT 
---··p R INT ·41 7 .. - -- -- --- ·· ·- .. 
- GO TO 1010 . 
.. _ .. · -4 ·:t 7 · · F O R M A T ( 1 H 1 l 
1050 FoRMAT(5GX,PHr03SAL,5X,6HOUTPUT,53Xl 
--1 0 51 --· FORM A T [ 5 0 X , 6 H - - - .. - - , 5 X , 6 ~{- - - - - • , 5 3 X , / / ) 
• ~.-. ·-:. >s-, • ,;; ·- .~. • ·.;: 
... 
·, 
., -· .· .... -----· :-:· ·: ·:-: --. .--~ ·-. 
1052 FORMAT[33X,11HI.~FORMATION,5X,9HRETRIEVAL,~X,6HSYST~M, 
--15 X , 1 0 H E V A L U I\ T I O \J , 3 6 X ) - · -· · .. · 
---- . 
10 5 3 · F n RM AT [ 3 3 X, 11 H - - - - - - .. - .. ~ •, 5 X, 9 H - "' .. - - • .. - - , ~ X, 6 H- - • - - - , 5 X, 
.. - . 11 n H - - - - - - - - - • , 3 ,, X ·, I I I ] 
l O 7 0,:1 FORMAT [ 5 0 X, 5 HD A IL Y, 5 X, 10 HST AT IS TICS J 
---1·0 7 lt F n RM A ..T C 5 0 X, 5 H- - - - - , 5 X, 1 0 H- - - - - 0 • • -;- , / / /) 
1 0 6 0 F O RM A T ( 4 8 X , 2 2 HA VER A GE RE TR I t:: V AL T I Mt: , 18-X , 7 ~ A VER AGE ] 
--·_t 0-6-1-:-·F ORM AT· C-5 6 X, 2 4 0 F ; 31 ~, 5·H RE ADY .J 
1062 FnRMAT[33X,6Ht-TERM,5X,6H2-TERM,5X,6M3-T~R~,~X,6H4-TERM,_ 
.-·---- ·-· -- 1 5 X , 6 H 5_ - T E R M , o X , 5 H Q U E lJ E l 
1063 FoRMAT[lbX,3HOAY,5X,4HHOUR,5X,6HSEARCH,5X,6HSEAHCH,5X, 
-:-. ·-- -- - 16 HS EAR CH , 5 X , 6 HS EAR CH , 5 X , 6 HS EA RC H , 5 X , 6 H Lt: i~ G TH l . 
-10 6 4 FORMAT ( 16 X, 3 H - - - , 5 X, 4 H .. - - - , 5 X, 6 rl ... - - - - - , 5 X, -6 H ~ - - - - .. , 5 X, 
--16H~-·-••,5X,6H------,5X,6H--·-~·,5X,6H------J 41 3 ~.- F O R M A T [ 1 7 X , l 2 , 6 ·< /J I 2 , 6 X ,, ''5--{.£_1i a ~ , 5 X l , :: 6 , J ] ~ --1-0 5 4 · F O R M A T [ / / / , ? 9 X , 2 7 .H T O l A L P R O C t: S S T l ~ t: 0 F I T E M S , 2 7 X , 5 H .I T E M ·S , ;12 X , 15HITEMSJ <SA . 
· - · 1- 0 5 5 · F n RM ~ T,:r,[ 3 0 X , 2 -~ I N_, 15 X , 2 H I N , 1 0 X , 2 H I N , 8 X , 5 H T OT A l.. , ., 
-~ 
··' ~:. "·. • •'! "'\•• .;,;, ! . 
,, 




. .. . i . ...... ',, ·.-
-~ <1'> · ••• 





















- -- . - - f;., 
.., 
.. \ 
... I " ~ '., • 
I ,. 
-···- .. ~-~ -·-~ 11·t·X,2HI~,:15X.,2HINJ ···- ----~~-·- --·-- · ·---- . ," 
1056. F-oRMAT[-14X,5HCYCLE,5X,13HBACK-:UP QUEuc,5X,11HREAOY QUEUE, 
---· - -- · · 1 5 ~ , 3 H C P U , ~ X , 9 H .I J L E T I M t: , 5 X ., 11 H R E A fJ Y n U E U E , 
25X,13HBACK~UP QJEUEJ . . 0 . 






15 X, 3 H""' = = !) , X" 9 H - - - - .... ~ -·;- ~ , 5 X , 11 H c;, • .. - - - ~ - - - - , 
. --- .. ---- -- 2 5 X , · 1 3 H ... - - - ""' - co - - - - - - J . _____ _ 
· 41 o F n RM Ar ( 15 x, I 3, B ~, r 9 , 4 , H. x. F 9 , 4, 4 x, F 6 • ti , 3 x, F 9 • 4 , s x ·, F 7 • 2, 1 ox, ~-7 ·• -2 J 
--1· 0 7 5 -- F O R M A T [. / I I , 5 0 X , 5 H F I N A L. ,. 5 X , 1 0 ~1 S T A T I S T I C S l 
1076 FORMAT(50X,5~-- .. --,5X,10H-""·--Q ... ••-,///) 
·- .. -1 0 7 7 F O RM A T [ 4 2 X , 2 4. H L AM B n A [ Q U t R I F. S PE R M I N , l , 5 X , 4 H D A Y S l 
1078· FORMAT[42X,24H-----=~=-~=-----~~----~-,5X,4H---·l 
· 1 0 7 9 . F () R N A T [ 5 2 X , F ? • 3 -, 16 X ,, I 2 a I I I J 
1080 FnRMAT[60X,4~ME4N,5X,13HSTANDARD DEV,) 
---i O 8 1 · F n R M A T ( 6 0 X , 11 I, - - - ""' , 5 )( , 1 3 H .. - - - .. - :1 - • - - - ~ l i 
1oe2 FoRMATC35X,2DHITEMS IN READY t~Ul::UE,!:>lc',F4,1,1ox,F~.2.1111 I .
. --·1 0 8 3 - FORM A T ( 3 ~~ X , 2 2 H l TE MS I N 8 A CK ., UP QUE U E , 5 X , F 4 • 1 , 1 0 X , F ~ • 2 , / / / ] 1 
I 1 0 8 4 F O R M A T [ 2 9 X , 2 6 H A V E R A G E R E A D Y CJ U t: U E . L E ~~ G T H , , X , F 4 • 1 , 1 0 X , F 5 • ~ , / / / l . i 
. ---1.-0 8 -5- - F O R M A T [ 4 0 X , 1 , H T O T A L. I O L E -T I M E i 5 X , F 5 • 1 , 1 0 X , i: 5 , 2 J j 
998 CALL EXIT I 










.... ·-------~--~·~- ··"-·-·----·-~····-.---·~, .... , 
~:/ 




























. ' . 
.. ~, ... ~ -. ,. . . - > • .... -
... • .. .(.'.-.. . 
.,~· 
•j •• 
~ U 3 t'< 0 lJ T l ~-1 L: \. t: ~ A k P £- c,,A , Y ;, ~ 1 M, S 2 M , S 3M , S 4 M , S. :> ~~ ,. TC S J 
c.; C M 11 0 I~ vJ I ~J R 1 
Y:: FL A l [ 1 s· ·1 ART J 
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GQ "fO 610 
IF[TOS=3o0]604,604,605 
604 TNI:;TNI3 ·' 
.GO TO 610 
60-. 
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.. 60 7 
610 
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GO TO 710 
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GO TO 720 
IF[TOS~2.0J713,71J,714 
DNI=DNI2 
GO TO 720 
IF(TOS·3.0J715,715,716 
DNI=DNI3 
GO TO 7~0 l. 
IF[TOS·~.0)717,717,718 
DNI=DNI4 
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Although it has been mentioned ~~ny~times in !this paper that 
. . "' 
·· the number of retrieved documents· far a given Boolean search have 
a P~isson distJibutian, no justifitatian has been given. It is 
.,...-t. 
the purpose then, of this section, to clarify such reasoning. All 
,.. 
·data that is used was obtained from the experimental C.I.S. system 
at Lehigh Univarsi ty.' It should be recall~d that both the Leh,igh 
syste.m. and this simulation employ a coordinate indexing system. 
. 
' The C.I.s. system uses over 400 index terms, and it is from 
these terms that · the distributioJl for a one-term search was obtain-
,!> 
·~., .. 4'-
ad. Figure 16 shows the graph of ·this one-term distribution, where 
. 
~ 
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term, and the y-axis is the number·of time~ such 
"·' ~ 
. ·, Since one is intereste·d in the numper of r~tr ··evep documents, 
a discrete distribution must be used.to approximate the actual 
:!:: 
.--- .. ·-----··· data. ..,--·· . The distribution chosen ta. represent the one-term document 
distribution in Figu·re 16., i's the Poisson distribut.ian. The· as-
J 
sumption is made_ that all coordinate indexing systems approximate 
the G.I.S. system, so the Poisson distribution is adopted in the 
~simulation with the mean for each system left ~s a variable input 
parameter. The mean 'for Figu;,re. 16 is 4 .08 documents per term. 
)) ' 
Figure l? shows the values for the,means of the other types 
of Boolean searches abta·ined from the C. I. S. collection. These. ... 
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